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Open Access  
at the  
University of Bern
We provide consultancy services, training as 
well as technical and organisational support 
for Open Access electronic publishing
BORIS
  Publication and self-archiving 
  Verifying of self-archiving 
policies and metadata 
  Technical and organisational 
support for researchers and 
institutes
  Portal for the research  
evaluation
 Registration of ORCID iDs       
Bern Open  
Publishing
  BOP Serials: Publication  
platform for electronic  
journals and series
  Guidance on publication 
processes, formal standards, 
open access licences,  
contracts, file formats and 
copyright questions 
  Registration in Sherpa/ 
Romeo, Directory of Open 
Access Journals and  
subject-relevant databases
  Provision of persistent  
identifiers (ISSN, ISBN, DOI) 
  Technical support for  
publishing journals and  
series 
  Long-term archiving 
(LOCKSS)
  Negotiating with external 
service providers (print  
and distribution of printed  
issues, templates, copy- 
editing and layout design)
E-Theses
  Publication platform  
for theses 
  Long-term archiving at  
the Swiss National Library 
  Advice on suitable  
Open Access licences
  Review of publishing  
agreements
Research Data
  Publication platform for  
research data (in progress)
  Guidance on research data 
publication, file formats, 
data management plans and 
funding requirements
Twitter @BORIS_UniBe
www.unibe.ch/ub/openscience
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